
Spelling Programme - Year 6
Autumn 1
These are the spellings for the year; children are assessed at the beginning of the week to
determine which level they will practise.

Spellings highlighted in yellow are revisited words, and allow for them to be consolidated.

Week Sound Focus Level 1 Level 2

1 ‘s’ (sat) -
Mainly prefixes
- explain the
prefixes.
-se
-ss
-sc
-st
-cc
-ce
-ps

hesitancy, Justice, visibility,
whistling, essential, sensibility,
disgusting, aggression, cease
Disastrously, embarrass,
necessary, desperately,
sufficient,

emphasis, perspective,
psychic, cease, essentially,
hysterical,destruction, astute,
consequent, harness,
significant,
Disastrously,embarrass,
necessarily, desperately,
sufficient, sacrifice

2 ‘A’ (cat) aloud/allowed, advice/advise,
analyse, appropriate,
tolerance, applicable,
altar/alter, acknowledge
exaggerate, amateur,
appreciate, embarrassed,
relevant, achieve,

appropriately, manipulate,
astute, emphasis,significant
exaggerate, amateur,
appreciate, embarrassed,
relevant, achieve

3 ‘t’  (tin)
-te
-tt
-ed
-bt

yacht, knight, thistle, tolerable,
accept/except,
practice/practise, consequent,
fought, boycott, significant
apparent, cemetery,
competition, determined,
desperate, guarantee,
suggest, signature,
restaurant,

attached, attribute, subtle,
undoubtable, indebted,
significant Committed,
apparent, cemetery,
competition, determined,
desperate, guarantee,
suggest, signature,
restaurant,

4 ‘p’ (pot)
-pp

compliment/complement,
independently, independence,
perceive, prioritise,
apprehensively
parliament, prejudice,
privilege, correspond,

incorporate, specifically,
compile, appreciative,
approximately,
parliament, prejudice,
privilege, correspond,

5 ‘i’ (in)
-

considerable, distinctive,
serial, dissent, artificial,
confidential, bargain,
convenience, privilege,
prejudice, individual,
definitely, familiar, sacrifice,
disastrously, competition

symbolic, significantly, initially,
investigation, approximately
privilege, prejudice,
individual, definitely,
familiar, sacrifice,
disastrously, competition



6 -n (not_
-nn (planning)
-kn
-gn
-pn

compliment, complement,
essential, kneads, expectancy,
morning/mourning,
acknowledgements,
lightning, interfere, foreign,
recognise, environment,
government

Gnarled, gnash, pneumatic,
consequently, knowledgeable,
solemness, initially,
lightning, interfere, foreign,
recognise, environment,
government

7 -m (man)
-mm
-mb
-mn

Lamb, solemn, column,
condemn, entomb, manifest,
compliment,
Environment, immediately,
programme, recommend,
mischievous, determined,
marvellous.

Condemnation, succumb,
emerge, committed, implicate,
emphasis, symbolic,
Environment, immediately,
programme, recommend,
mischievous, determined,
marvellous.

8 -d (dog)
-dd- muddle
-ed - grabbed

advice/advise, deceive,
deception, understandably,
excited, kneads, distinctive
awkward, according,
determined, immediately,
soldier, embarrassed

undoubtedly, condemnation,
demonstrate, distribute,
allude, determination,
awkward, according,
determined, immediately,
soldier, embarrassed,

Autumn 2

Week Spelling Sound Week 1 Week 2

1 -e-bed
-ea-bread
-ai-said
-ie-friend
-eo-leopard

friendly, befriending, surgeon,
peasant, independent,, realm,
jeopardy, prejudice, privilege,
system, existence,
environment, desperate

fiendishness, peasantry,
treachery,  friendliness,
emphasis, endeavour,
jeopardise prejudice,
privilege, system,
existence, environment,
desperately

2 -b-big
-bb-rabbit
-pb-cupboard
bu-build

observant, observance,
substance, reliable, brought,
bough, throbbing, cupboard,
bargain, bruise, embarrass,
neighbour

squabbled, raspberry,
raspberries, buoy, buildings,
substantial, noticeable,
forcible, bargain, bruise,
embarrassment,
neighbour

3 -f-fan
-ff-staff
-ph-phone
-gh-laugh
-ffe-giraffe

infectious, artificial, referring,
referral, reference, sufficient,
profit, prophet, physical,
pharaoh, laughter, phantom,
definitely, profession,
sacrifice, twelfth

amphibian, emphasis,
emphasise, spherical,
triumphant, draught,
pharaoh, sapphire,
definitely, profession,
sacrifice, twelfth

4 -ai-long ‘a’
sound.
Ai-train

disarray, wayward,
changeable, neighbour,
co-ordinate,celebrate, freight,

agitate, alternate, excavate,
weightlessness, appraise,
surveillance, vertebrae,



-ay- day
-a- paper
-a_e- cake
-ey-they
-ei-vein
=aigh-straight
-eigh-eight
-ae-sundae

manipulate, accommodate,
exaggerate, immediately,
persuade,

sundae, accommodate,
exaggerate, immediately,
persuade,

5 -ar-
-ar-jar
-a-glass
-al-calm
-er-clerk
-ear-heart

calming, balmy, embalm,,
father, farther, artificial, derby
heartening, quarterly,
argument, remarkable,
parliament, awkwardly,
marvellous,

wearily, heartily,
revolutionary, balminess,
debacle, panorama,
argumentative, participate,
parliament, awkwardly,
marvellous,

6 -ear-
-ear-near
-eer-deer
-ere-here

pioneer, engineer,
mountaineer, volunteer,
atmosphere, hemisphere,
interfere, interference,
sincerely,

adhere, persevere,
perseverance, coherence,
endearing,  auctioneer,
domineering
interfere, interference,
sincerely,

7 -ee-keep
-ea-seat
-e-me
-y-funny
-ey-key

appealing, eerie, unleashes,
independent, careering,
treason, appreciate,
committee,  guaranteed,
necessary, opportunity,
sincerely, category,
controversy

treasonous, defeatist,
absentee, employee,
amputee, appreciate,
committee, guaranteed,
necessary, opportunity,
sincerely, category,
controversy

Spring 1

Week Spelling Sound Week One Week Two

1 -ee-
-e_e-eve
-ie-chief
-ei-receive
-i-variation
-eo-people

receive, perceive, conceive,
deceive, classify, manipulate,
evolve, immediately,
community, achievement,
mischievously,

convenience, completion,
consequences,
appropriately,
manipulation, evolution,
immediately, community,
achievement,
mischievously,

2 -er-
-er-her
-ur-turn
-ir-girl
-or-world
-ear-learn
-our-colour
-ar-collar
-re-centre

disturbance,  rehearse, circuit, occurrence, diversity, myrrh,
Inspiration, admiration, stationery, stationary, circumference,
emergence, martyr,
temperature, familiar, persuade, interrupt, signature,
exaggerate, amateur,



-yr-martyr

3 -j-
-j-jet
-g-gentle
-ge-large
-dge-fudge
-dj-adjust

average, privilege, vegetable, prejudice, acknowledgement,
cartridges, pledges, readjustment, adjacent, adjudicates,
disadvantages, judgements,

4 -oo-
-oo-scoop
-ui-bruise
-ou-group
-o- shoe
-ough-through
-u-community

suitable, recruitment, bruise, jewellery, routine, illusion, elude,
absolutely.  breakthrough, zoologists, community,
communicate, queue, nuisance, occupy,
illusion, elude, absolutely.  breakthrough, zoologists,

5 -or-
-or-forgetting
-our-your
-ore-more
-a-ball
-oar-board
-ar-warm
-ough-fought
-augh-daughte
r
-al-walk
-oor-door
-au-fraud
-aw-lawn

jaunt, staunch, mourning,
taught, withdrawn,gnawed,
distraught, coarse, hoarse,
awkward, according,
category, thorough

slaughter appalling,
wrought, afterthought,
raucous, categorise,
foreshadow, prioritise,
awkward, according,
category, thorough

6 -s-
-s-sugar (sion)
-ti-initial
-ci-special
-sh-shop
-ch-machine
-

stationary, stationery, essential,
partial, conscious,
conscience, ancient,
appreciate, especially

established, machinery,
fictitious, essentially,
conscious, conscience,
ancient, appreciate,
especially

Spring 2

Week Spelling Sound Week One Week Two

1 -v-
-v-very
-ve-have

perceive, evolve, inclusive, perspective, executive, lucrative,
tentative, strive, motive, vigorous.

2 -x-
-x-fox
-cc-accept

expansion, expectant,extension, acceptance, accidental,
acceptance, accent, relaxation, flexibility, accessing

3 -z- anxiety, frizziness, memorise, bedazzled, confusion,



-z-zip
-zz-buzz
-s-is
-se-choose
-ze-snooze
-x-xylophone

infusion, categorise, demoralise, emphasise, customise,
generalise, ooze,

4 -ie
-igh-might
-i_e-like
-y-dry
-i-wild
-ie-pie
eigh-height

rhyme, licence, license, identify,
require, surprising, hygiene,
magnify, sacrifice, criticise,
lightning, occupy, recognise,
variety,

heightened, disqualified,
hierarchy, dignify,
hypothesise, prioritise,
exemplify, symbolise,
sacrifice, criticise,
lightning, occupy,
recognise, variety,

5 -oi-
-oi-join
-oy-boy

moisture, poignant, asteroid, avoidable, unspoilt, paranoia,
disjointed, heroine, buoyancy,oyster, gargoyle, corduroy,

6 -oe-
-oa-boat
-ow - grow
-o-most
o_e-note

approach, encroach, loathing, charcoal, poachers,
scapegoat, stowaway, shallowest,programme,
pronunciation, forty, soldier

Summer 1

Revision


